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IUPAC

Sin dal 1996 IUPAC si è interes-
sata alla “Green Chemistry” 

con il Working Party denominato 
“Synthetic Pathways and Proces-
ses in Green Chemistry”, istituito 
nell’ambito della Commissione 2 
della Divisione III (Chimica organi-
ca e biomolecolare). La prima atti-
vità degna di nota fu la Conferen-
za “Green Chemistry: Challenging 
Perspectives” tenutasi a Venezia, 
che ottenne un vasto riconosci-
mento nazionale e internazionale. 
Il WP si è evoluto successivamente 
nel Sottocomitato per la “Green Che-
mistry”, sempre della Divisione III, 
che ha pubblicato libri, organizzato 
nuove conferenze e gestito numerosi progetti IUPAC.
Poiché le iniziative per promuovere uno sviluppo 
sostenibile hanno suscitato un crescente interesse 
nella comunità chimica, la IUPAC, al fine di adem-
piere alla sua missione, ha finalmente costituito tre 
anni fa un nuovo organo, denominato “Interdivi-
sional Committee on Green Chemistry for Sustai-
nable Development” (ICGCSD) https://iupac.org/
body/041.
Il ruolo più importante di questo Comitato e le sue 
responsabilità in IUPAC sono definiti dai cosiddetti 
“Terms of Reference”.

Tra questi vanno menzionati i se-
guenti:
- ICGCSD è responsabile dell’a-

vanzamento del piano strategi-
co dell’Unione per la “Green and 
Sustainable Chemistry” e del 
coordinamento di tutte le attivi-
tà dell’Unione in questo settore, 
al fine di sviluppare un coerente 
programma d’azione;

- ICGCSD avvia e coordina proget-
ti di “Green and Sustainable Che-
mistry” e incoraggia le attività in 
queste aree da tutte le divisioni e 
dai comitati permanenti;

- ICGCSD dà ascolto ed è informa-
to delle prospettive e delle priorità 

industriali e istituzionali nel settore;
- ICGCSD è responsabile della divulgazione delle 

attività dell’Unione nel settore della “Green and 
Sustainable Chemistry” attraverso l’interazio-
ne con altre organizzazioni internazionali che ne 
condividono gli interessi;

- ICGCSD garantisce che qualsiasi opinione IU-
PAC relativa alla “Green Chemistry” abbia il mas-
simo peso possibile tra le altre organizzazioni in-
ternazionali e consiglia il comitato esecutivo sugli 
argomenti discussi;

- ICGCSD fornisce consulenza al Presidente e al 
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Comitato Esecutivo in merito alle persone ido-
nee per la nomina a Rappresentanti della IUPAC 
presso altri organi interessati alla “Green Chemi-
stry”, per gli obiettivi di sviluppo sostenibile.

Al fine di tentare di raggiungere questi appassio-
nanti e difficili obiettivi, l’ICGCSD ha organizzato a 
Parigi, nel corso del Congresso Mondiale IUPAC, 
il Simposio Speciale (8 luglio 2019) “Chemistry 
Addressing the UN-17 Sustainable Development 
Goals”.

Nel corso del prossimo novembre e dopo forma-
lizzazione dell’UNESCO, si richiederà all’Assem-
blea Generale delle Nazioni Unite di approvare e 
proclamare il 2022 anno internazionale delle “Ba-
sic Sciences for Sustainable Development”. Ci si 
aspetta quindi che il lavoro dell’ICGCSD possa for-
nire un utile sostegno a tutte le attività IUPAC.
Lo “Statement” pubblicato di seguito descrive me-
glio, sottolinea ed esplicita le linee di interesse e di 
intenti di ICGCSD.

Interdivisional Committee on Green Chemistry for Sustainable Development, ICGCSD
Statement

Green Chemistry and IUPAC

Increasing Importance of Green Chemistry
The concept of Green Chemistry was introduced in 1996. It aims at finding synthesis procedures and chemical products that would pre-
vent pollution and environmental hazards. IUPAC adopted the Green Chemistry concept in the late 1990ies through the “Subcommittee 
on Green Chemistry”, and since 2017 as “Committee on Green Chemistry for Sustainable Development”. It is noteworthy that the first 
world conference on Green Chemistry was sponsored by IUPAC (President Albert Fischli, Venice, September 28th - October 1st, 1997); 
and that the IUPAC Workshop on Green Chemistry Education was held in Venice on the late September 12-14, 2001.
Meanwhile Green Chemistry has been evolved all over the world. While originally focused on mass-economic and non-toxic synthesis, 
the term is now used in a wider sense, including environmental degradability, recyclability, chemical waste management and conserva-
tion of natural resources. At present, various governments see Green Chemistry as the ideal tool for realising their particular sustainabili-
ty needs. Different countries have different problems to solve; thus, decision-makers all around the world have high expectations for the 
science of chemistry, since they believe that their problems can be solved by novel chemical approaches. This is an emergent, positive 
and unexpected benefit.
The increasing importance and recent development of Green and Sustainable Chemistry cannot be attributed solely to the intuition that 
the pioneers of the field had 25 years ago, rather is comes from the increasing international agreement and support, which underpins 
the Green and Sustainable Chemistry concept as an ideal tool for realising green and sustainable principles, and for solving regional 
problems.
Accordingly, Green Chemistry might be seen as the field in Chemistry which directly responds to the requests of humankind. Green 
Chemistry is a future-oriented approach to reconcile and foster the research in the chemical sciences with society and its needs.
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IUPAC

Green Chemistry and the Need for Chemical Research
History shows that fundamental research can hardly be restrained by conventions, since it obeys different principles.
At the same time, chemical applications must be adapted to today’s global environment, and the need to support Sustainable Develop-
ment (SD). So, we necessitate as many new and surprising proposals coming from pure and applied research as possible in order to have 
the possibility to select the best solution. Because most items of modern life are dependent or connected with chemistry, the scientific 
contribution of Green Chemistry will be essential for global SD.
The question arises, who will keep responsibility to give an answer to the humankind and to give a worldwide guidance for a sustainable chemi-
stry development into the future? No industry with its great responsibilities, no national chemical societies, no federal agencies or NGO alone.

IUPAC and Green Chemistry
IUPAC as a globally active Union of Chemists has a long tradition, it facilitates international networks and has the mission to foster su-
stainable development. IUPAC has the goal to “....provide objective scientific expertise and develop the essential tools for the application 
and communication of chemical knowledge for the benefit of humankind and the world.”
However, at present it is unclear whether IUPAC has the capacity to take on the role of an independent, scientific network in green chemistry 
in order to become the authoritative organization that we would be proud to be. If not, IUPAC’s reputation may suffer amongst our NAOs.
Two main areas of participation are evident:

Education:
The experience from the 12 summer schools on green chemistry, held from 1998-2019 with more than 1000 students attending, tells 
us that young people are particularly interested, because they look at Green Chemistry as a means to invest their talent at a particular, 
strategic moment of their lives. Green Chemistry is a good key for students to look around the scientific disciplines and to decide how 
and where to go forward. At the same time, the interaction with their experienced peers is necessary to initiate good research practices 
and select useful practical solutions and to disseminate confidence in Science in their respective countries. Nowadays, Green Chemistry 
is adopted in many school curricula and has dedicated Masters programs.

Cooperations:
While we pay attention to the increasing emission of CO2 and the increasing number of new chemical compounds that are spreading in 
the environment, it is difficult to foresee an end to this sinister and destructive trend, if humankind does not consider the prevention of 
negative consequences of rapid industrial developments; nature is not in a hurry but humankind is.
More than other professions, chemists have knowledge of materials and chemical properties, and thus great responsibility for recognizing 
harmful compounds and avoiding damage to the environment. A new partnership is necessary among academic, governmental and industrial 
researchers, to share available knowledge bases and cooperate in the management of sustainable development related issues.
A direct connection and shared responsibilities should be established among IUPAC and Industry for sustainable development to be pursued.
Considering the side effects of chemical output on sustainability, we propose that a small portion of profits from industrial activities be 
reinvested in sustainable development for humankind. A few industries have already indicated that it is possible to invest up to 5% of 
their revenues in research and collaboration with academia in green chemistry and sustainable development. This figure might be reaso-
nable given that chemical industry increases constantly and very considerably its business year after year.
Green Chemistry, in this way, will be a benefit for sustainable development and for humankind.

Moreover, international organizations as the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), the Organisation for 
the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW) and the International Sustainable Chemistry Collaborative Centre (ISC3) support projects 
and activities in Sustainable Development and Green and Sustainable Chemistry as IUPAC did and does. These organizations are va-
luable partners, but also potential competitors if we work in isolation. IUPAC must find a new capacity and open a dialogue with them.
The Sustainable Development Goals - our shared vision to rescue the planet and build a peaceful world - are gaining global momentum. 
Green chemistry is a powerful tool to move the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development forward; to eradicate poverty; to mitigate the 
impacts of climate change; for human rights and dignity. This calls for innovation at every level and in all associated processes.
With just 10 years to go, an ambitious global effort is underway to deliver the 2030 promise - by mobilizing more governments, civil 
society, businesses and calling on all people to make the Global Goals their own.

Prof. Pietro Tundo           Venice, February 19th, 2020
Chair of ICGCSD


